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Minneapolis, MN——What is it about families that can drive middle schoolers crazy?  
 
“I don’t know how to get across to my dad that when I ‘argue’ I’m just trying to show 
him my point of view.”—Bibi, 12 
 
“My parents always ask me to do stuff with them. Maybe they like going on hikes, but 
I’d rather be on the computer or watch TV. Why can’t they respect that?”—Jerry, 14 
 
When it comes to the middle school years, it can feel like everything is changing at 
once, including family dynamics. Will you ever be able to do things on your own, 
without your parents hovering? How will you follow your grandparent’s rules when 
they seem so outdated? And what is the secret to surviving family transitions like a 
move or a parent’s job loss? 
 
Part graphic novel, part nonfiction advice, WHAT’S UP WITH MY FAMILY? (Free Spirit 
Publishing, $9.99) by Annie Fox is here to help. The third book in the Middle School 
Confidential™ series follows six fictional characters as they deal with tween and teen 
issues that can come up in any family, such as sibling conflicts, disagreements with 
parents, and battles over home responsibilities. There’s also expert advice for more 
serious family challenges such as divorce, remarriage, and a parent’s absence.  
 
WHAT’S UP WITH MY FAMILY?  features full-color illustrations, quotes from real kids, lists 
of helpful tips for getting along, fun quizzes, up-to-date resources for further research, 
and compelling character narratives. Here is some of what kids will find inside: 
 
• Advice for passing up on “fuel-ish thinking”—runaway thoughts that can escalate 

bad feelings at home 
• 6 tips for staying cool in hot-button situations 
• Ideas for getting on the same page with parents, siblings, and others at home 
• Advice for tough times—like divorce or the loss of a loved one 
• Suggestions for being responsible and earning more independence 
• and much more 
 
Life can be tough enough without feeling like your home life is tough, too. By 
exploring this helpful book, young people will discover new strategies for making 
peace at home and the reassurance that all families have issues. As author Annie Fox 
explains, “It’s normal for family members to have trouble getting along all of the time. 
But normal doesn’t have to mean necessary. No matter what’s up with your family, 
you can find out a lot from the stories in WHAT’S UP WITH MY FAMILY?”  
 
     –end– 
 

 
“An amazing addition to 
any teen’s library, this book 
brings humor, tact, and 
insight to a difficult topic.” 
 
—Vanessa Van Petten, 
author of You’re Grounded! 
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